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2. cc only : when playing this map using the current dota 6.73 (cc only) you are
able to earn quite a bit of cash/noobs (not the best way to make money in this
game) however all the work and effort you put into this map will eventually be

worth it. however, it is still not yet ready for public release. so, please don't install
it. if you do, you will get the following issues and have to reinstall dota. you can
know if you will be affected in case you have this map. welcome to a brand new

dota 6.75, it is time to bring you more information about the new dota 6.75. the ai.
you can choose from almost a 100 unique heroes and can find 3 new ai maps. a lot

of new features and goodies is coming in this hotfix. i think the more we know
about it, the more we'll enjoy. i have been playing dota for more than 3 years and i

have never seen such a huge map! not even in the base versions! i like it! some
people call it the biggest dota map ever, others (like funkypelican) call it

"monument of dota playability" or a "dota-server-killer-map" (i know, it's not a real
thing, right? ;-)). but what do you call this huge map that the map has? you can get

the heroes from the maps menu-bar! this makes it even more usable! and there
are lots of customisable options in the options-menu! you can set the background,
highscore-management and you can also just set the position of the minimap. so

yes, this map is very easy to use and play! come hungry on your visit to the
charming mountainside town of girardota and sample some local gourmet, unique
dishes, fresh pastries, handcrafted coffee and maybe even a beer or two. youll be

coming back for seconds, i guarantee it! 5ec8ef588b
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